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Getting Ready for Winter

ORAL CARE, ILLNESS MYTHS & MORE

SHOP SMART
Healthy Winter Shopping

Do you or a family member think you have
trouble hearing?
Do you wear hearing aids and still have difficulty
understanding?
Answer yes or no to the following questions.
1. You sometimes ask others to repeat themselves?
2. You turn the TV up or others tell you the TV is loud?
3. You have trouble understanding when background noise is present
like in church or restaurants?
4. You have difficulty understanding children and women?
5. You feel like people are not speaking clearly and tend to mumble?
6. You sometimes avoid social situations because speech is not clear?
7. Family or friends think you may have hearing loss?
If you answer yes to any of these questions consider making an appointment with one of our
Board Certified Doctors of Audiology at the
THE HEARING CENTER OF NEPA.
Located at 601 Wyoming Avenue in Kingston.
The Audiologist will evaluate your hearing and if a hearing loss is detected will provide a
solution. All major Insurances accepted.
Call today and schedule an appointment
570-287-8649.

80942632

601 Wyoming Avenue, Kingston • 570-287-8649 • www.hearing-center.net
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Winter Oral Care Tips
W

ith the arrival of winter, we often focus on the many ways we can protect
ourselves from exposure that can lead to viruses, colds and the flu, among
other concerns. But cold weather also presents challenges for oral health.

It’s important to maintain your dental health
year-round to keep your teeth as white as snow
and your mouth free of the conditions that
arise when the temperature drops. Here are
some common conditions that strike during
winter and how you can protect yourself.

Teeth Sensitivity

If your teeth are already sensitive, cold winter weather may have an even more harmful
effect. As always, make sure you brush twice
a day and remember to floss. Choose a toothbrush with soft bristles and use potassiumbased desensitizing toothpaste ahead of the
season to get its full effects. Calcium-based
desensitizing toothpaste can bring fast relief,
plugging open pores and protecting the sensitive nerve endings in your teeth. Also, remember to drink plenty of water to keep teeth and
gums moist, and avoid sugary or acidic drinks
that can aggravate your teeth and cause sensitivity issues.

Dry Mouth/ Chapped Lips

During winter the air becomes not only cold
but dry. And like any part of your body that’s
exposed, your mouth deserves extra attention
to retain moisture. A case of dry mouth can
not only cause discomfort, but can also lead
to more serious issues such as gum disease
and tooth decay. Keeping hydrated helps, but
also consider a mouthwash designed to fight
dry mouth available at most drug stores. Cold
weather can also bring dry, chapped lips.
Again, drinking plenty of water helps but for
extra protection add a lip balm with an SPF of
15 or higher that can keep lips moist and helps
prevent canker and cold sores.

© ADOBE STOCK

Canker/Cold Sores

First some definitions. Canker sores affect
the inside of your mouth and are most commonly caused by foods high in acid. Cold sores
present on the lips and edges of your mouth
and can occur due to cold weather exposure.
Keep these unpleasant issues at bay in winter by protecting your lips with lip balm and
shielding your mouth from cold, dry air whenever possible.

Mouth Guards

Enjoying outdoor sporting activities is the
best part of the season for many, but they can
also bring the potential for painful and expen-

sive dental injuries. Whether your skiing or
snowboarding, ice skating or sledding, bring
a properly fitted mouth guard along for your
adventures to reduce your risk from these
injuries.

Stick to Your Routine

Finally, one of the most effective ways to prevent oral health problems is by maintaining your
dental care routine. Holidays and vacations can
often upset and interfere with any routine, but
make the extra effort to brush twice a day and
floss once a day. Also, don’t forget your dental
care products and tools when traveling.
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Coping With Asthma During Winter
C

old and flu season can be challenging for
everyone. For those with asthma or other
respiratory ailments, these seemingly minor
illnesses can take your breath away.

According to the Mayo Clinic, even a mild cold can produce wheezing
and tightness in your chest for asthma sufferers. Among children with
asthma, colds and flu are the most frequent causes of flare-ups.
There may be no surefire way to avoid catching a cold or flu, but there
are plenty of ways to protect yourself as much as possible. Because those
with asthma suffer deeper and longer from the effects of infection, it’s
smart to follow the right steps to avoid getting sick.
Before you get sick, the Mayo Clinic recommends the following preventative measures:
Get an annual flu vaccine unless your doctor recommends against it.
Most adults and children older than 6 months of age should get a flu vaccination every year.
Ask your doctor if you need a pneumonia vaccination. Having asthma
increases your risk of developing pneumonia after getting the flu.
Avoid contact with anyone who’s sick. Germs that cause respiratory
infections are easily passed from person to person.
Wash your hands often. This kills the germs that can cause respiratory
infections. Carry a bottle of hand sanitizer to kill germs while you’re on
the go.
Avoid touching your eyes, nose and mouth. These are the points where
germs enter your body.
Do not share your inhaler or other breathing equipment with others.
Germs can spread on surfaces.
If you catch a cold or come down with the flu despite all efforts, the
clinic has another set of steps to help lessen symptoms and thwart the
infections.
As with any illness, early detection and treatment are key. If your
asthma begins to flare when you’re sick, seek an appointment with your
doctor. Prescriptions such as antiviral medication or other drugs can help
ease symptoms and prompt you along to a quicker recovery.
If you have asthma, you likely have an action plan designed to detect
early warning signs of an attack. Should you begin coughing, wheezing,
experience tightness in your chest or shortness of breath, it’s time to

Serving the Wyoming Valley for Over 30 Years

• Diabetic Foot Care
• Ingrown Toe Nails

• Heel Pain
• Warts

• Orthotics
• Plantar Fasciitis

Gentle Podiatry

• House Calls Available • Most Insurances Accepted

Dr Joseph J Costello
45 North Main Street • Pittston

(570)654-4641

80917192
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Winter Illness Myths

S

eparating myth from fact when it comes
to contracting an illness, especially in
winter, can mean discarding the causes and
warnings that may have filtered down
through your family.

Some myths seem to makes sense — going outside with wet
hair will make you sick, for example — but the truth is even
more convincing.
“You get a cold or the flu because you get a virus,” said Dr.
John Segreti, an epidemiologist at Rush University Medical
Center in Chicago. That doesn’t mean you should throw caution
to the wind and go outdoors with wet hair, but that won’t make
you sick. Maybe more miserable in harsh weather, but not sick.
Segreti and the medical experts at Rush University pooled
See ‘MYTHS’ | 7

‘Asthma’
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WITH THIS AD RECEIVE ONE FREE CLASS
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consult your plan and adjust your medication for these events. If you don’t
have a plan, make sure you develop one with your doctor.
Often the best medicine for colds and flu are the simplest: rest and drink
plenty of fluids. Stay home and avoid infecting others and cover your
mouth and nose when you cough or sneeze. You can infect others before
and after your symptoms begin and end. If your doctor approves, try an
over-the-counter medication. They provide no cure, but they can help you
feel better.
Rely on your peak flow meter to monitor your airflow and test your
lungs at the same time each day. Drops in airflow should be a signal to
adjust your medication as directed by your doctor.
If your symptoms become more severe, seek medical help. These include worsening breathing trouble or an extremely sore throat. Watch for
signs of pneumonia and get treatment if you develop these symptoms: a
high fever, chills, sweats, sharp pains when taking a breath or a cough that
brings up colored phlegm.
Colds and flu for asthma sufferers can be dangerous, even life-threatening. So developing an action plan, watching for signs and symptoms — especially in children — and fast treatment will go a long way in preventing
a mild flare-up from progressing into a severe attack.

New classes forming Tuesday with seasoned instructor Tom G. at 9:30 am

210 Wyoming Ave • Wyoming, PA
“Yoga is the
most natural
form of exercise
because our
bodies are made
to stretch.”
-Marilyn

Every BODY is a yoga body.

570-301-7544
New Class Hours:
Mon./Thurs. Morning 9:30am
Mon./Wed. Evening 6:30pm
Wed./Sat. Morning 10:30am
Marilyn Giambra - Owner/Instructor

Certified Hatha Yoga instructor since 2005! The Yoga Studio has been in business since 2008
80917197
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Shop Smart For Healthy Foods
A

healthy diet any time of year requires
attention to your shopping routine.

During winter, many tend to pack on weight due the holiday overload, and some abandon their normal, healthy eating habits when the
weather gets them down or facing the cold and crowds at the grocery
store seems too much.
But if you plan ahead, shop smart and take advantage of canned
goods and seasonal produce, you can achieve the trifecta of a healthy
winter shopping excursion: you’ll save money, reduce exposure and
maybe even discover new foods you can enjoy all year long.

Plan Ahead, Make a List

© ADOBE STOCK

Pediatrics 21

Planning ahead and making a list before you go shopping is always
smart. You can ward off extra trips for forgotten items and extra supplies, and you’ll save time and money. One way to make shopping lists
more fun is to design them around a series of menus or meals for the
week. You’ll kill two birds with one stone by never wondering what
you’re going to eat and you won’t be as likely to fill the fridge or pantry
with unnecessary or impulse purchases.

Stock Up on Non-Perishables

You may avoid canned or pre-packaged foods or meals during other
times of the year, but stocking up on these items can be a boon to your
wallet and add unexpected, enjoyable flavor to your meals. Because
many popular vegetables are out of season in winter, you’ll at least benefit from some fruits and veggies. Again, shop smart and try to avoid
products with excess salt, sugar or preservatives. Stocking up may cost
more up front, but you’ll have reserves for weeks to come while still
maintaining a healthy diet.

Azra M. Sehic, M.D. F.A.A.P
Diplomate American Board of Pediatrics
670 N. River St. • Suite 207 • Plains, PA 18705

570-270-2525

Don’t Ignore Frozen Foods

Just because it’s cold outside, don’t neglect a trip down the frozen
foods aisle. Make the freezer your friend at home and the grocery store.
While many fresh vegetables are out of season, frozen vegetables are
flash frozen to retain their nutrients and are as healthy as fresh vegetables. When you do go fresh, buy enough to freeze for a second or
third meal. No waste, no haste! You’ll extend your buying power and
minimize trips out to the store.

Seize the Season

Discover new flavors, be adventurous and save money. These principles should guide you when shopping for winter produce.
You’ll likely find deals on beets, Brussels sprouts and collard greens,

Same Insurance Plans • Existing Patients welcome • Accepting New Patients
80942257

Hours: Mon. 9-6, Tues. - Fri. 8-5

www.pediatrics21.com

See ‘SHOP’ | 9
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their knowledge to help dispel some of the
more persistent and plausible myths when it
comes to staying healthy in winter in an article
on the university website. Just break it to your
mom or grandmother easily.

Body Heat Loss

Chances are you’ve heard this one: You lose
most of your body heat through your head.
Again, makes sense, right? But research
reveals people lose only 10% of body heat
through heads. The smart advice: Keep your
entire body warm in cold weather by wearing
the appropriate clothing. And, of course, wear
a hat.

Green Mucus

True or false: Green mucus means you have

Esposito’s
Shoes

a bacterial infection. False. Some worry when
they expel green mucus, but the good news
is that it actually means that an illness you
already have is ending, not the other way
around. For the record: Yellow mucus means
your body is still fighting that infection, and
coughing up clear mucus is the sign of an
oncoming illness.

Flu Shots

The myth that you can get the flu from a
flu shot persists every year, despite the widespread facts and information disseminated that
dispel it. It is true that the shot is not a guarantee you’ll avoid the flu, but it does protect
against the most common strains. Even while
the shot might prevent these strains from making you ill, new strains develop that are resistant to the vaccine (and no vaccine is 100%
effective), likely ensuring the propagation of
this myth into the future. But don’t let that
stop you. Get the shot.

Radiator Heat

Dry heat emanating from radiators can indeed
make you miserable. It can dry out your nasal
passages, causing nosebleeds and other discomforts, but like wet hair it won’t bring on a
cold or the flu. Indoor heat from any source can
present challenges, so be sure to drink plenty of
water and moisturize to ward off its effects.

Shoveling Snow & Heart Attacks

At least one assertion, that shoveling snow is
associated with a higher heart attack risk, actually rings true. The reasons are two-fold: Shoveling is more strenuous than most winter sports,
according to a Rush cardiologist, increasing the
workload on your heart while the cold has already constricted your arteries. If you have high
blood pressure, high cholesterol or diabetes, are
over 60 or overweight, take extra care by going
slow and using a smaller shovel.

Family Hearing Solutions...
For ALL Ages and ALL Stages

Since 1928

…For Active Seniors

- Maintaining strong hearing
for mental sharpness and
healthy aging

Everything for the
Problem Foot

- Protection for hobbies
like woodworking
and hunting

• Diabetic Footwear
• All Major Insurances
Accepted
• Board Certified Personnel

All Braces in-stock and we are
competitive with on-line pricing.

Repair
Special:

6 Year Platinum Winner

Repair 9 HeelsGet One FREE!
Stop In for details
and Punch Card

1054 Wyoming Avenue, Exeter, PA
570-654-2254 • espositosshoes@aol.com

Family Hearing Center
Zeigler - Asby Audiology
…Hearing tests, aids and
protection for the entire family

80943207

We carry Night Splints
• Cam Walker • AFO’s

- Technology to enhance
participation in family
and social situations

Celebrating

50+

Years!

Kingston & Dallas: 570-763-4276
www.afamilyhearingcenter.com

80942250
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Focus On Allergies
inter is a season of good news/bad news for allergy sufferers.

The colder weather means relief from such
allergens as pollens. But more time spent
indoors means more time dealing with indoor
allergens such as dust, mold and pet dander.
If you begin to sneeze and cough in winter
and you haven’t been infected with a cold or
the flu, you may be wondering where those
symptoms are coming from. According to
the American College of Allergy, Asthma and
Immunology, may sufferers develop the same
symptoms as they do to pollen during other
times of the year.
If you’re uncertain what exactly you’re reacting to, allergy specialists can help you pinpoint
the cause. But if it’s not severe the ACAAI has

identified the most common indoor allergy
suspects and what you can do to lessen your
symptoms.

Dust Mites

Like most indoor allergens, dust mites know
no season — it’s just you’re exposed to them
more in the winter when you spend more
time inside. If your allergy symptoms begin to
become bothersome after vacuuming, sweeping or dusting, those mites have been stirred
up and gotten to work. You can work to thwart
dust allergies by using a vacuum with a HEPA
filter, using mite-proof mattress and pillow
See ‘ALLERGIES’ 9
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covers, and regularly washing your linens in
hot water. Installing a high-energy disposable
in your heating and air-conditioning system
can also help. Choose a filter with a high
MERV rating.

Molds

Bathrooms and kitchens are the spawning
grounds for indoor molds, made even peskier
by the fact that most aren’t visible to the naked
eye. Molds release spores into the air, activating off your allergy and asthma symptoms.
Protect yourself by rinsing your nose with a
saline solution after bathing. In the kitchen,
take care to quickly clean up spills or leaks.
Make sure your refrigerator and garbage cans
are cleaned regularly. In other areas of the
home, especially bathrooms and basements,

Thursday, October 17, 2019 9

dehumidifiers can reduce moisture and help reduce molds. If you’re working outdoors, wear a
protective mask.

Pet Dander

Many people with allergies find they simply
can’t be around pets; others find effective ways
to keep their furry friends if they develop an
allergy caused by them. But that doesn’t end
their exposure or symptoms. Pets travel with
their owners frequently, and so do allergies.
Managing pet allergies takes some extra work
and restrictions, but it’s worth it to devoted
pet owners. Make sure your pet gets regular baths. Wash your hands after petting or
playing with your pet. Keep them out of your
bedroom and vacuum with a HEPA filter.
If you’re unsure about your allergies or they
become more severe, see your allergist. That
way you’ll know the cause and the steps you
can take to ease your symptoms — and begin
enjoying life in winter again, indoors or out.

‘shop’
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among others. Winter fruit savings can also
be had by choosing seasonal options such
as grapefruit, pears and pumpkin. Do some
culinary research or consult an in-store expert
for intriguing recipes for winter produce and
fruits.

Get it Delivered or Pick it Up

More services are debuting, pushing the standard pizza delivery to the outer lane as drivers
for services such as Uber and Door Dash race to
bring you food from your favorite restaurants.
Many grocery stores will now shop for you and
store your purchases in a locker awaiting your arrival. The extra cost and added convenience are
factors to consider, but everyone deserves a treat
and avoiding the aisles may make winter sense.

Dr. Mary Ellen
Marranca

570-654-5152

Chiropractic and Rehabilitation Services

Our Chiropractic Services Can Provide Relief From:

• Auto, work, sports injuries • Arthritis
• Back and neck pain
• Sinusitis
• Arm and leg pain
• Stress
• Sciatic and scoliosis
• Sleeplessness
• Carpal tunnel syndrome
• Fatigue
• Muscle spasms
• Plantar Fasciitis
• Migraine headaches
• Neuropathy
Our Massage Therapy
Services Include:
• Relaxing HydroMassage table
• Hot and cold stone massage
• Sports massage
• Reflexology massage
• Deep tissue massage
• Swedish massage
• Aroma Therapy
• Relaxation therapy
• Acupressure
• Cupping

WE DON’T RUSH OUR PATIENTS, WE LET THEM RELAX!
80916528

1137 Wyoming Ave, Exeter • 570-654-5152
marrancachiropractic.com

80917222C
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Check In With Your Mental Health

T

here’s a certain edge winter brings as your body
adjusts to darker colder days. It’s a feeling of being
a little “off” or more easily irritated. This may also
manifest itself in feelings of unhappiness, commonly
known as the winter blues or seasonal affective
disorder (SAD).
Because we operate on a natural body clock governed by circadian
rhythms that regulate our sleep cycles and mood, the change in time
can impact our mental health as our schedules continue to run out of
time. These changes are also influenced by genetics and body chemistry, so they may affect some more than others.
Doctors and mental health professionals have long been aware of SAD
and stress the importance of keeping the body and mind healthy during
the winter season. Dr. Dominic Wu, a resident physician at Cambridge
Health Alliance, a teaching affiliate of Tufts University and Harvard
Medical School, offers the following tips for maintaining mental health
by eating well, meditating and staying connected.

Times Leader

Wellness

To help take that
“edge” off, nothing
works quite as well as
exercise. A brisk walk
in the cooler weather
can help pump up your
energy, or engaging in
any sort of exercise for
30 minutes each day
helps fend off stress
and encourages your
© ADOBE STOCK
body to release endorphins, your natural “happy hormones” that may be hibernating.
Maintaining a proper diet is a challenge during the holidays, but staying on track with a healthy diet rich in fruits and vegetables can help
you feel full. But also don’t deny yourself the occasional indulgence.
We all suffer “down” periods marked by brief bouts of doubt, depression and anxiety, which are not always symptoms of a larger issue.
Meditation and mindfulness are increasingly widespread and popular
See “MENTAL’ | 11

Diabetic Footwear For
Men & Women
Men’s
JV

•
•
•
•

Women’s
TMV

Medicare Part B must be your primary insurance provider
No out of pocket expense
Many Styles to choose from
We sell diabetic socks

PENN-LEE FOOTWEAR
80942252

161-163 E. MAIN ST. (Miners Mills Section) of WILKES-BARRE

OPEN MONDAY - FRIDAY 9-7 • SATURDAY 9-5 • SUNDAY 12-5 • PHONE (570) 825-5346

JUST ONE MILE DOWN THE STREET FROM THE SIDE ENTRANCE TO MOHEGAN SUN / POCONO DOWNS

80942186
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restricting our access to light-filled days that
brighten our spirits. If you’re feeling that darkness and it’s affecting your mood, some studies
From 10
show light therapy can be beneficial for those
suffering from SAD.
This therapy uses fluorescent white light
techniques to help ease these symptoms. Pracboxes to expose you to the sort of intensity
ticing meditation just 10 minutes every other
you would experience on a sunny day. Expoday has been show to quiet busy, stressed
sure in the early morning for 12-18 minutes
minds, and plenty of podcasts and apps are
for about 30 minutes with your eyes open (but
available to help guide you in these sessions.
not staring directly into the light) is recomSimilarly, meditative practice such as yoga,
walks or relaxing to music can also bring relief. mended specifically for seasonal disorders.
Many people place the boxes nearby during
Finally, staying connected with family and
breakfast, and most tolerate the therapy well.
friends during winter — a time when we’re
But it is also recommended that you consult
more likely to spend time alone — is important in strengthening a sense of community. If your physician before beginning light therapy,
especially if you have eye disease.
you’re feeling lonely or isolated, reaching out
Side effects, including headache, eye strain
by phone or arranging time for routine outings
and nausea, are generally related to using
or just a cup of coffee can lighten your mental
the box later in the day, hence the morning
load.
therapy.

‘mental’

Light Therapy

Long, dark days are a hallmark of winter,

Seeking Medical Help

If your seasonal disorder or symptoms of
depressions persist, it’s important to notify your
doctor. Depression can strike at any time of the
year, so take note if any of these symptoms occur
almost every day of the week:
• Depressed mood most of the day;
• Decreased interest or pleasure in activities
that you used to enjoy;
• Difficulty sleeping or sleeping more than
usual;
• Moving slower or feeling more hyperactive
during the day;
• Feeling tired and less energetic;
• Feeling worthless or excessively guilty;
• Difficulty concentrating more than usual;
and
• Thoughts of death, suicide or harming others.
If you notice the last of these symptoms, seek
medical attention right away. And be sure to
check with your doctor to understand if you’re
suffering from SAD and if medical treatment
might be beneficial.

The Area’s Most Experienced & Reliable Mobility Dealer With Over 40 Years of Personal Service
• Wheelchair Lifts
• Scooter Lifts
• Driving Aids
• Mini & Full Size Mobility Conversions
• Lowered Floor Mobility Conversions
• Driver Training Available

Keller
SALES • SERVICE

LET US PUT YOU BEHIND THE WHEEL

Lifts
www.KELLERLIFTS.COM

197 Main Street • Luzerne, PA 18709
(570) 288-1004
80942253

